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fileteado
It means cut den long and thin slices, also sewn in a filleting machine. 

fileticidad
In biology is the feature that makes a species ancestor, despite the evolutionary process of speciation, is succeeded by
only one descendant species ( or is that biodiversity ) is not altered It is synonymous with anagenesis. When ancestor is
extinguished the species and the descendant, it is, despite the evolution, of pseudoextincion.

filial
It means relating to children.  Company that depends on another larger size.  branch. 

filiales
Plural of filial .  It means relating to children.  They are also companies that depend on a larger one or a parent
company.  Branches , dependents . 

filibustero
It is the same as pirate or Buccaneer.  It was a kind of pirate that assaulting Spanish ships in the Caribbean.

filicida
You mean your own son's killer.  Person who commits filicide.

filicidio
It is the crime a father or mother commits in murdering his or her own child.

filiera
In heraldry is the name given to a thin stripe that adorns a shield on its edges.  Flange or edge a shield or herald. 
Narrow strip located on the edge of a shield.

filigrana
Delicate and fine object of ornament, made with gold or silver threads. 

filipe
It's a male name in Portuguese.  is the Portuguese variant of the names Felipe (Spanish), Filippo (Italian) and Philip
(English).  It is a name of Greek origin and means the friend of horses.

filipichín
In Colombia it means well-dressed, elegant and very well groomed or presented man. 

filipina
Woman or person adeula, resident in the Philippines.  Related to the Philippines.  Relative to Philip or Philip.



filipinas
It means relative to Philip, which belong to Philip (Name of a King of Spain and Prince of Asturias, coincident with the
current one).  Name of a nation made up of several islands in the Pacific and whose capital is Manila. 

filippo
It is the Italian version of the male name Felipe.  The name is of Greek origin and means friend of horses. 

filis
It means skill, dexterity, grace and delicacy to do things well.  Type of toy or amulet, consisting of a mulequito of mud
that women tied with a ribbon on their arm. 

filípica
It means sermon, censure, admonition or reprimand very rigorous.  Reprimand, scolding. 

filme
It's an anglilicism by film or tape.  It's also an inflection to shoot, which means recording a movie.  Record movements on
a tape. 

filmes
It is an anglicism that means movies.  Videos or recordings in images.

filo
In Colombia means crest of the mountain.  Hill, Summit, mountain.  It is also the sharp edge of a knife or a machete. 
Tagus, cutting edge, Blade, blade.  In biology is the same as phylum or trunk, a taxonomic category immediately below
the realm, also called division for the case of plantae (plants) and fungi (fungi); edge is the subdivision of the kingdoms
animalia (animals) and protista.

filo-
Filo- , is a prefix that means friend, love, passion.  Filo, as a noun means cutting side of a knife or knife.  In Colombia it
means summit, summit, water dividing line in a mountain range.  Mountain, mountain range.  Colloquially means hunger,
appetite, cravings for eating.

filodia
The phyllode or filodia in Botany is an apparent blade, that looks like a sheet.  It is an adaptation of a petiole or a stem,
which expands to carry out photosynthesis in a plant (as if a sheet) functions

filogenesis
phylogenesis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Phylogenesis" being its meaning:<br>It is the science that
studies the evolution of the species. Study of the development and adaptation of species.

filogenia
In biology it is the degree of kinship between species.  There is also the term in linguistics and refers to the classification
of human languages according to their origin. 



filoginia
Attraction or love towards the feminine or women.  Worship of women. 

filomena
It is a name of Greek origin.  It means "The Very Beloved", "The Most Beloved" or "The One Who Loves to Sing". 
Ancient name given to nightingale (songbirds of the family Turdidae).  Name of a Saint of the Catholic Church, martyred
by Septimius the Roman Emperor (Lucius Septimius Severus).  Name given to a snowstorm that affected Spain in days
gone by. 

filomorfa
The word filomorfa is used in biology and means in the form of sheet, in laminated form. With appearance of a sheet or
a sheet. Thin, laminated.

filomorfa
The word filomorfa is used in biology and means in the form of sheet, in laminated form. With appearance of a sheet or
a sheet. Thin, laminated.

filoso
In Colombia any type of knife or machete very sharp.  It's got a lot of edge.  In Colombia colloquially it also means
hungry, eager to eat.

filosofía
Etymologically it means love for science, knowledge or knowledge.

filosoma
It is the name given to the larval stage of locusts.  He has a plankton life and his body is transparent.  They are called
crystal crabs or crystal shrimp.

filoxantina
It is the name of a natural dye that exists in chlorophyll.  Dye yellow.

filoxera
It is the castellanization of the term Phylloxera.  It means friend of sand or drought.  Entomology is the name of a genus
of insects in the family Phylloxeridae, which are parasitic aphids that especially attack vine cultures.  It can also mean
pea, drunkenness. 

filoxero
Phylloxero or phylloxera is the name of an insect resembling the aphid that is a plague of the vine.

filógino
It means that he appreciates women.  Gallant.  Who loves and respects women. 

filón
Material of mineral origin from which resources can be used.  Mass or shred of minerals that accumulates in the earth. 



Vein , vein , deposit .  Name of an ancient philosopher from Alexandria. 

filustria
Ornament, action made with skill and elegance.  Finesse, elegance, bearing, dexterity, skill.  Art of doing things right. 

fimosis
It is a term used in Medicine.  It consists of an alteration of the skin surrounding the penis, in which the impossibility or
difficulty of lowering the skin of the foreskin occurs.  Most of the time it is caused by bacterial infections. 

fin de semana
It is a period of time, usually rest of most workers and comprising the days Saturday and Sunday.  In English it is called
week end, which has popularized the use of weekend anglilicism. 

finado
In Colombia, the term is used to refer to a deceased, a dead person.  Deceased, deceased, dead, corpse, deceased.

finados
It means dead, deceased. occisos.  People who have ceased to exist.  Plural of fining . 

financiero
It means relating to finance.  Investor .  Entity that is dedicated to the loan of money for the purchase of goods. 

finanza
It means relative to the movement of money.  Movement of monetary resources between individuals, enterprises or the
State.  Branch of Economics and Administration that is dedicated to studying the exchange of money or capital.  It is
used more in the plural (finance). 

finanzas
It means relative to the movement of money.  Movements of monetary resources between individuals, enterprises or the
State.  Branch of Economics and Administration that is dedicated to studying the exchange of money or capital. 

fingicidas
fingicidas is incorrectly written, and should be written as a fungicide.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is fungal.
Product that is used to eliminate fungi or molds.  A pesticide that kills fungi.  A chemical that kills the fungus attacks,
blight, rust.

fingir
You mean pretend, make believe.  It is the Act of simulating, deceive, falsify.

fini-
It is a word from the French language that means end, finished, finished, finished.  It is the name of an asteroid (795). 

finiquitada



It is an inflection of finalize.  It means complete, end, finish, terminate, conclude.

finish
It is a word of the English language and means final, goal, termination. 

finisher
It's an English word that means finalist, finalizer.  It ends or ends. 

finito
It is an adjective which indicates that it has a limit of some sort (time, quantity, length, extension, capacity).  Which can
be counted, that is exhausted, which was just.  That you can measure or count.  Perishable, limited, mortal, exhaustible,
reduced, restricted, certain, accounting.

finitud
It's the quality of finite things.  It has an end or an end.  It's over or it's over.

finísimo
It means very fine, superlative of fine .  Of great quality, exalted. 

finojosa
It was old and Spanish way of saying Hinojosa, who is a surname of Spanish origin.  Before, for example, said fermoso
rather than beautiful.  Some words such as smoking, stay with the old pronunciation, although in many parts of
Colombia and especially farmers say humar (which obviously is very typical).

finquita
It means small farm.  Diminutic farm.  Small rural land.  In Colombia also farm or finquita can be a small amount of
money that is given as a deposit or insurance to obtain something for rent or to have permission to use something that
generates risks of damages.  It is usually devolutive, unless no damage or deterioration occurs.  Smallest garment or
deposit. 

finta
It is a move which is dodging with ability an opponent.  Amague, dribbling, deception, Dodge, lance.

fintoso
It means he likes to make fakes.  He likes to cheat or pretend.   False, liar. 

fiñes
Plural of fiñe .  In Cuba it means boy, boy, young, immature, adolescent.  Young boy. 

fiona
It's a Danish woman's name.  It means pure, clean, innocent, white, cute hair.  Named after a fictional princess in the
Shrek Film, she is the film's main female character.  Name of a singer, entrepreneur and actress from the United States. 
Its real name is Fiona Eileen Flanagan and has Irish origin.  Name of an Island, located in southern Denmark. 



fipronil
It is a very broad spectrum 40 insecticide; many applications ) of the family of the fenilpirazoles. It is widely used to
control pests in pets, especially fleas. Atace the nervous system of insects. It is moderately toxic and residual that
remains in the food chain.

fique
It is the name given in Colombia to the plant of maguey, agave or cabuya.  Its scientific name is Agave fourcroydes and
belongs to the family Agavaceae.  Name of the plant fiber that is extracted from that plant.  It is also the name of a very
toxic plant substance that is extracted from that plant and used in illegal fishing.  

fire flag
It means flag of fire.  It is the English name of a plant that in Spanish is known as Thalía, peguajó, pehuajó, huajó,
platanillo or caporuno.  Its scientific name is Thalía geniculata and belongs to the family Marantaceae. 

firewall
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but English.  It means wall of fire or fire barrier.

firmamento
It means heaven, sky, star.   Space, cosmos, infinite.

firoloida
Genus of molluscs in the family Pterotracheidae .  It is the name of a mollusk of the family Pterotracheidae that lacks
shell or leaflets.  It is the only species and also the name of its taxonomic genus.

firulay
firulay is incorrectly written and should be written as "Firulay or firulais." being its meaning:<br>Firulay or firulais in
Mexico is a colloquial form of stray dogs called. In Colombia we say firulais to the dilapidated old cars, we also tell them
stuff, scrap metal, cans or pots. In some parts they also use it to stray dogs.

firulete
It means ornaments that are not very appropriate, arrangements of bad taste, drawing superfluous.  Ornament,
ornament, scroll.

fisberta
Elongated white weapon.  sword. 

fisco
It's the set of assets and assets of the state.  Resources owned by the state.

fisema
Fisema is a Greek suffix compound which means hot air.  There are actually two Greek suffixes: Physao, fise or phise
which means puff and ma which means result, accumulation.  It is used in medicine.

fiseter



It is the Spanishization of Physeter.  In Latin and Ancient Greek it means sperm whale.  or snort tube.  It is the name of a
genus of cetacean mammals that include sperm whales.

fisiocratas
People who promoted the doctrine of the fisiocrasia in France.  His doctrine is summed up in the theory of maximum of
Laissez faire, laissez passer (let do, let go).  This doctrine is opposed to interference by the Government or the State on
any subject, except the sole function of protecting individual rights.

fisioculturista
Person who creates a harmonious body based on specialized exercises. 

fisonomía
It means appearance, stamp, form that a person presents.  External appearance of a thing or person.  Face, face. 
External and particular appearance of persons or objects.  Countenance. 

fisto
It means that it comes on spark, spark ignition, with lighter.  Very rustic shotgun class.

fistro
It's a word that means so-so, guy.  It is a term invented by the small Spanish comic of the Calzada.  It can be taken as a
friendly insult between friends.

fit
It is an English language word meaning adjustment, comfortable, arrangement, care.  It molds or adjusts.  Fitness
abbreviation , fix yourself, get in shape.  Type of low calorie food.  Food for sietas.  In Colombia it is a higher education
institution for technical careers.  FIT stands for Fundación Interamericana Técnica .  Its full name is FIT Educación
Superior Interamericana-

fitness
It is a term in English that means fitness, physical fitness or suitability.  In Spanish it has become common to refer to a
sound State of health or physical fitness.  Good state of health and physical fitness.

fito
It is a Greek prefix meaning vegetable plant.  In Argentina is the apocope of Hola.  Apocopado diminutive of Rodolfo.

fito- o -fito
Fito is a Greek word which means, plant, mata, vegetation, vegetable.  In Spanish can be a prefix or a suffix without
changing the meaning.  In the words of plant pathology and saprophyte has the same meaning (vegetable, plant).  The
first word is the science that studies diseases of plants and appears as a prefix.  In the second, which means he eats
rotting plants, makes reference to a cllase of fungi and figure as a suffix.

fitofobia
It is the hatred or animosity to plants.  Phobia of plants.  Botanophobia .  The main reason is due to the innate fear that
plants would consume a lot of oxygen at night, also because of possible allergies they generate or because they are
hosts of some dangerous larva. 



fitofotosensibilizante
It is a type of substance that increases plants their sensitivity to light or phototropism.  It can also be a property of some
plants that can cause skin redness problems or that also makes them useful for treating problems of hyperpigmentation,
vitiligo and leukodermia.

fitogenetistas
They are scientists that are engaged in the genetic study of plants.  They are those who make genetic improvement of
plants.

fitomorfas
It means that they have the shape or appearance of a plant or the appearance of any item of plant or botanical (flower,
leaf or fruit).  More that everything refers to archaeological items, whether they are pottery, pictographs, carvings or
works of pottery or jewellery with appearance of plants or fruit.  There are many samples of fitomorfas figures in several
of our prehispanos museums.

fitonimia
In Botany and taxonomic Botany is the nomenclature of plants, way or form of call plants, technical or scientific names of
plants.  Usually it consists of two words, almost always with the name of the genus and an epithet that reflects a special
feature.

fitopatología
It is the science that is dedicated to the study of plant diseases. 

fitosanidad
It means plant health, health for plants or crops.  It is the quality of phytosanitary.  Sanitary quality of a crop .  Which
deals with the health and good development of plants or crops. 

fitosanitario
It means relating to plant health.  Related to the study, analysis, prevention and cure of plant diseases. 

fitoterapia
It is a type of naturopathic medical treatment, in which plants or plant products are used. 

fitófago
It means that he eats plants, that he eats vegetables.  Herbivorous. 

fitónimo
The name by which a plant is designated.  Plant name . 

fitrio
It is synonymous with vitro.  Which is done in the laboratory.  In medicine it is a technical way of calling a procedure
used in women who have difficulty getting pregnant and by which extrauterine fertilization is done.  Fitrio is also a male
given name used in Japan, the Philippines, Oceania and Australia. 



fitser
It is not a word in the Spanish language. It means footnotes in Malagasy.

fixture
Positioning, fastening, localization or support device, at the beginning, during or after the operation of assembly,
machining or other industrial process.  It is an English language term.  Translate device, accessory, program, schedule,
date set. 

fixture kanban
fixture kanban is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Kanban" being its meaning:<br>Means of attachment or
application Kanban. It is a program or system software to facilitate work on a computer.

fiyi
It is the name of a small island country that lies in the Pacific Ocean.  It belongs to Oceania.  It is made up of several
islands and the most important city is Suva. 

fíate
It is a turning point of trust.  It means trust, believe, attest.   Have faith.

fíbula
In latin means needle, PIN.  Metal gadget used to temporarily join two pieces of fabric.  Metal hook.  Thin fiber lint,
thread, filament.

física
It is the branch of science that studies matter, energy, movement and natural phenomena.  The molecular structure of
matter is not studied in physics.  It means palpable, concrete, material, body, appearance, shape, figure.  physiognomy. 

físicoculturista
Cultora the physical person.  A person who does special exercises to shape the muscles and the body.  That practice
the buffs.

flacas
In Colombia apart from being the plural of skinny (thin, famished, bony), skeletal, lack of meats), it is also used to mean
weak, unimportant, sterile, useless, useless.

flaccidos
flaccidos is incorrectly written and should be written as "Usually or flaccid." being its meaning:<br>The word is
misspelled. The right thing is flabby or flaccid ( both with tilde ). It means devoid of hardness, flimsy. Lazio, lax, loose,
soft, mushy, decayed, relaxed.

flacidas
The correct term is flabby.  Plural of flabby or flaccid.  It means lacking toughness or rigidity, which are loose.  It means
loose, relaxed, loose, you laxas, desexed.



flaco
Very thin person.  Lacking in meat.  Emaciated, skeletal, stunted, sickly, lean, wiry, lean I enteco.  In colloquial way
unnecessary, harmful, negative and dangerous.

flacos
Plural of flaco.  It means thin, emaciated, lean, lean, dry, lanky.

flacuchento
Too skinny person.  Emaciated, skeletal, stunted, starved, malnourished, weak, skinny.

flagear
It's not really a Spanish language word.  but if it is used by some young population to indicate that it is banded, it moves
or shakes a flag (derived from the English word flag : flag ).  I do not consider that it should be used, nor promote dislike.

flagelo
It is a fact or event of negative or damaging results.  Whip, calamity, prejudice, plague, affliction, disgrace condition. 
Rope or strap that is whips or sticks to the animals, usually of leather and with knots in their strips.  Whip, whip, strap,
waistband.

flagrancia
It means that flagrant, burning and shining before fire.  In law it refers to the crime that is being executed or
consummated when the offender or offender is imprisoned.  Catch the offender when he is executing his misdeed.

flagrante
It means that flagra, that happens or happens right now.  It means clear, obvious, manifest, palpable.  He admits no
doubt. 

flaite
Chile means blown up, gone, drugged, carried.  A term that was initially used to designate marijuana users.  It is
currently used to designate people of bad manners, little culture or lack of education.  It can be considered as
synonymous with ñero, uneducated, rude, vulgar. 

flajelo
flajelo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Scourge." being its meaning:<br>The word Flajelo is incorrect. The
right thing is scourge. It refers to something that strikes or hurts: plague, plague, epidemic, calamity, disaster, tragedy,
misfortune, punishment, affliction. In Colombia we also use the word to denote a whip, whip, Rod, whip, discipline,
pizzle, waistband.

flamas
Fire or reverberation of a flame.  Incandescent gas.  Muzzle flash or glow of a flame.  Gaseous mass in combustion.

flamenco
It is a Spanish typical dance of Andalusia.  It has excerpts of a strong taconeo or footwork and using castanets in the
hands.  Language of Flanders (Belgium), inhabitant of the born or resident in that region.  Flamenco is also a wader
which has high resistance to salinity, very long legs and with a curved beaks specially adapted to filter out the mud and



that it uses curiously backward.  In Colombia, the most common is the pink Flamingo, its scientific name is
Phoenicopterus ruber and belongs to the family Phoenicopteridae.

flamingo
It is an English word meaning Flemish.  The English name of a large zancuda bird, also known as flemish and belongs
to the family Phoenicopteridae.

flammario
It is also sometimes called Flammarion.  It is the name of an asteroid (1021) that was dedicated to the French
astronomer named Nicolas Camille Flammarion or simply Camilo Flammarion. 

flan
In Colombia it is a dessert of soft consistency, very similar to gelatin, but this is made from milk, eggs and sugar.  You
can add honey or caramel.  It also looks like roast milk.  This dessert is prepared in many countries and with variations. 
In Venezuela they also call it quesito, but they only make it with condensed milk and eggs.  In Peru they call it flipped
milk.

flanco
It means side, side, ijar, end, edge, edge, side.  Regarding the part of the animals, it means anca, rump, hip, quadrilate.

flancos
Plural of flank .  It means side, side, ijar, end, edge, edge, side.  Referring to the part of the animals, it means anca,
rump, hip, quadrilateral.  Sides, bands, sides, ijares, ends, edges, edges, sides, legs, rumps, hips, quadrilaterals. 

flandes
It is the name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the Department of Tolima.  Name of a kingdom that was located
in the area of the Netherlands.  Its territory is currently divided between Belgium, France and Nederland (Netherlands or
Netherlands).  It is also called the Flemish Region. 

flanear
It means wandering, wandering, walking.  Wandering, wasting time.  It is a term of French origin, derived from flâneur,
which translates street, walker.  Walk in a relaxed way through the city, admiring everything in its path.  Also in culinary
can be to give consistency of flan to a food. 

flanquear
It means surrounding, accompanying, being on the sides of something or being on the flanks or sides.  Also protect,
defend on all sides or sides.  Surround the enemy from the sides. 

flapper
Lifestyle used by young women a century ago.  They wore short skirts, smoked with long mouthpieces and had trimmed
and cocoon hair.  They didn't use corsets, drank on par with men and drove at high speed.  It is taken as a term in
English, which means fashionable girl, girl who dresses fashion.  The word derives from the term also in English flapp,
which means flap . 

flaquea



It is an inflection of waver.  It means feeling weak, faint, run out.  Loosen, decline, decline, desist, forfeit, surrender.

flaqueza
It means weakness, fragility, discouragement.  Exhaustion.

flaquito
Diminutive of skinny.  It means very thin, bony.

flato
Gases that accumulate in the digestive system during digestion.  Expulsion or emission of gases via the anal.  In
Colombia, gas are used as synonyms.  gas, fart, flatulence.

flauta
In the oil industry is a perforated tube located at the edge of a pool of oxidation and oxygenation, by the pretend
industrial waters in order to chill and aerate them, go flying through the hole and forming an arc returning to fall to the its
perficie of the water.  It is also a Mexican, consisting of a tortilla dish stuffed and rolled, is usually served with
guacamole.  There are various ingredients.  They also tell him snacks.

flautean
It is an inflection of flautear.  In the oil industry, flautear is an activity that allows oxygen and cool industrial water as part
of a treatment.  It consists in promoting water by a perforated tube in an appropriate manner, so that water back into the
pool of 40 treatment; perforations and the tube resemble a flute ).

flavaurina
In Chemistry is the name of a yellow dye substance used to dye wool and silk in an acidic environment.

flavio
FLavio is a name of Latin origin male.  It means he was born blonde.  Of blond hair.  Mono, Catire.  Flavio, King of the
Lombards is the name of an Opera with music by Federico Handel, with Nicola Haym librettos.

flavonoides
It means yellowish.  It is usually a term used to designate a number of secondary metabolites of plants.

flâneur flâneuse
It is a type of soft leather shoes without heel.  Both words are of French origin and mean Moccasin. 

fleb prefijo
It is a Greek prefix meaning vein.

flecha
Throwing puncture weapon.  It is launched using an arc.  Saeta, dart.  In Colombia, a limited-tech mobile phone is called
arrow.  It is also called flechita (Colombian's common tendency to use diminutives).  In colloquial and street language,
the right person is also called arrow for something.  person who knows about something that is required or that can fix a
home problem.



flechas
Thrown weapons that were used in antiquity.  bits, arrows, darts.  In Colombia in a colloquial way, right person to do or
achieve something.  Indicated, own.

fleco
It means section, strip of fabric, lace, fringe, thread embellishment.

flecos
Plural fringe .  It means tuft, fabric strip, lace, bangs, yarn, ornament.  Strips or ropes that adorn the edges.  Hanging
strips.

flegetonte
It is also called Phlegethon or Flaminger.  Who produces fire, flaming fire.  In Greek mythology it was a river composed
of boiling blood, named in The Aeneid, by Virgil and in the Divine Comedy by Dante Alighieri.  It was made up of the
blood of tyrants, murderers, thieves, and sinners. 

flejar
It means bend, bend, bend, enzunchar, encinchar.  It is the action of placing straps.  steely tape or strapping to a barrel
or a wooden VAT.

flejar el tronco
Strap means bend.  Therefore trunk strap means bending the trunk, Crouch.

flejar en termino medico
It means bend, bend, stoop.

flequillo
Adornment in the form of long and thin strip.  Diminutive of fringe .  Lock of hair.

flequillos
Small strips, strips or threads that adorn something.  Braids, laces, galoncillos, cairals.

fleta
In Colombia it means friction, unture of a balm to soothe pain, massage.  In Chile it means beating, beating, tunda. 
Inflection of chartering, which means hiring a ship to make an express trip. 

fletar
It means hiring to make an express trip.  It usually refers to contracting any type of ship (plane, helicopter, boat). 

fletear
It means to provide the service of transport on request, especially of goods.  In Cuba it means wandering the streets in
search of clients (referring to a prostitute). 



fletera
It means that it is dedicated to transport, especially of goods.  It takes something from one place to another, such as
shuttle service.  It can also mean prostitute (Cuba). 

flex
It's flexible apocope.  It means that it stretches or is elastic.  It is flexible, it accommodates different shapes and sizes. 
Stretch fabric class.

flexi coque
Flexi Coke is a petrochemical process to make a very heavy crude, more pure and easy to work, making it less dense
and more value. It consists of the thermal cracking of fractions from vacuum distillation towers, more heavy crude oil, in
order to convert them into higher value products.

flexionadas
It means bent, picked up.  Cramped.

flexitariana
Flexible or fickle vegetarian.  Undisciplined vegetarian. 

flexitarianos
It is a type of vegetarian that sometimes consumes foods that should not be such as meat, dairy or eggs.  Flexible
vegetarians. 

flexivegano
It is a term used to designate a vegan who is not very rigid in their diet.  Vegan is a vegetarian who does not eat meat or
products obtained from the exploitation of animals such as butter, eggs, honey, cheese, yogurt or milk.  The flexivegano
occasionally consumes dairy products or eggs.

flexseo
flexseo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Flexeo" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is flexeo (
without the 41 s;. It means activating a mechanism or adjust it in such a way that in a mobile or cellular two chips from
different companies can be and after configuring it are enabled for use.

flictena
It is the same as pustule or gallbladder.  Blistulla , bladder .  In medicine, it is the technical name given to a small
bladder or skin blister that contains aqueous, sertous and non-pus substances. 

flijido
The correct term is afflicted, with a and g.  It means person who suffers or has a sorrow.  Person who has a condition,
pain, or tribulation.  Troubled, sad, sorry, heartbroken, sore, anguished.

flipado
It is an inflection of freak out.  Mean impress, surprise, cause astonishment at someone.  It is also enthusiastic, cheer
cheer someone.  In some cases it is used to mean drugs, doping, put under effects of laguna drug to another person.  It
is used by young people.



flipante
It means it amazes, it makes a big impression.  Stunning, amazing, shocking, extraordinary.  It is used in Spain. 

flipar
It means to stimulate, excite, stimulate, induce, incite, encourage. 

flipear
It is an anglicism that means shaking, shaking, disturbing, stirring, boiling, bullir.

flippant
It is a word from the English language that means light, unserious or also potential, possible.  Frivolous. 

flirt
It is an Anglicism that means flirting, apparently loving relationship and that is not formalized.  Superficial and transient
love relationship.  Flirtation.  Galanteo, courtship. 

flirtear
It means flirting, courting, gallantizing.  It is an Anglicism that means to perform a flirtation, to sustain a seemingly loving
relationship and that is not formalized.  Sustain a superficial and transient loving relationship.  Flirting, gallantrying,
courting.  Have an affair. 

flirteo
Loss of time, unserious and temporary relationship, seduction.  In Colombia it means gallantry, love, adventure,
devaneo, distraction, flirting.

flocada
It means recessed, porous, spongy, low density, bulky and lightweight, lightweight.  It usually refers to fabrics or light
materials.  It is also an industrial process which is subjected a fabric are added by which tissue fibers, to give the
appearance of velvet or corduroy.

floco
It is a brand of toasters or coffee.  Portugese floco do neve, is snowflake.  Ice cream.  A sheep's wool.  By extension
snowflake, somewhat fluffy.  Mota cotton or soft, white fur.

floema
It is a conduit of higher plants carrying elaborate SAP, nutrients and sugars, way up or down.

flojedad
It's the condition of the slack.  It also means that it is not firmly tied.  Flojera, looseness, laxity, sagging, fofera,
weakness, apathy, laziness.

flojeritis
In Colombia, colloquially, it means laziness, laziness, apathy. 



flojo
It means person who does not want to run any kind of work or do anything productive.  Lazy, lazy, lazy, apathetic.  It
also means loose, insecure, lax, flabby, soft, weak, weak.

flojos
It is the plural of loose.  It means person who does not want to run any kind of work or do anything productive.  Lazy,
lazy, lazy, apathetic.  It also means loose, insecure, lax, flabby, soft, weak, weak.

floored
It means lying, knocked down, fallen on the ground.

floored
It is a word from the English language that means knocked down, lying down.  Apeado . 

flor
It is a woman's name that alludes to flowers, it is of Latin origin.  In Botany it is the reproductive organ of fanergamous
plants.  Colorful and colorful part of a plant.  It is an expression that denotes admiration, praise or praise.  Pyropo,
tenderness, alago, gallantry, praise, flattery, requiebro.  It also means cocoon, sprout.  Time or time period of greater
representativeness or importance. 

flor de agave
Maguey flower.  Quiote flower or jiote.  In Mexico it is the name given to the flowers of the maguey or agave.  It's edible. 

flor de maguey
It is an edible flower in Mexico.  Also receives other names, according to the Mexican region: flower of agave quiote,
limbo, bayusa, cacaya, huexote, machete, golumbo.

flor de paja
It is one of the common names of an ornamental or garden plant.  It is also known in Spain as a beautician, consuelda,
captain or alwaysviva azul.  Its scientific name is Limonium sinuatum and belongs to the family Plumbaginaceae. 

flor de panamá
It is one of the common names of a type of orchid.  Its scientific name is Peristeria elata and belongs to the family
Orchidaceae.  It is also called Flower of the Holy Spirit.

flor de pájaro
It is one of the names of a tropical ornamental plant.  Tropical flower.  It also receives the names of estrelitzia, bird of
paradise, paradise flower, stitia, firebirds, flower crane, bird flower or bergamot flower.  Its scientific name is Strelitzia
reginae and belongs to the family Strelitziaceae.  It is native to South Africa.

flor de trompeta
It is one of the vulgar or common names of very toxic plants.  They are also called Angel trumpet, devil's trumpet,
floripondium, burundanga, cocoa savannah, drunkenness, bell flower, bell.  They possess an extremely toxic substance
known as hyoscin, scopolamine or burundanga.  They are usually of the genus Brugmansia (trees and shrubs).  There
are other minor or herbaceous plants with the same characteristics and with the same names, but they belong to the



genus Datura.  Both genera are from the family Solanaceae.  All parts of the plants are toxic. 

flor de un día
In Colombia it means ephemeral, passenger, fleeting, brief, momentary.  It doesn't last.  It disappears or loses its
importance in a very short time.

flor del camarón
It is the name of a plant that is also known as shrimp or choclo.  There are yellow and red flowers.  They belong to the
genus Pachystachys and the family Acanthaceae.  Pachystachys lutea . 

flor dímera
Flower that is characterized by having two stamens in each whorl.  It has two tepals.  That make up two pieces or
groups of two. 

flor morada
It is the name of two trees in Colombia, but it is more common to use the term purple or flowery flower.  One of the
species also has other names: pavito, jacaranda, gualanday.  Its scientific name may be Jacaranda copaia or Jacaranda
caucana and belongs to the family Bignoniaceae.  The other species called flormorated or flowery is tabebuia rosea,
from the same family and which we also call ocobo, pink guayaman or oak. 

flor pentámera
Flower that is characterized by having five stamens in each whorl.  It has five petals.  That make up five pieces or
groups of five. 

flor tetrámera
Flower that is characterized by having four stamens in each whorl.  He owns four sepals.  That make up four pieces or
groups of four. 

flor trímera
Flower that is characterized by having three stamens in each whorl.  It has three tepals.  That make up three pieces or
groups of three. 

flora
Flora means relative to vegetation.  Renewable natural resource, which contains plant species.  A collection of plant
species typical of a specific territory, an era or an ecosystem.  It is also a name of Latin origin woman and means that is
beautiful like a flower.  Goddess of plants or flowers.

florando
Refers to be blossoming, blooming, florando. It is also valid to indicate that he unbuttons opens, it is swarming,
abounding. Hatch, manar.

florencia
Name of an Italian city.  It is the capital of Tuscany.  Name of a Colombian city Capital of the Department of Caqueta;
There is also a municipality called Florencia , in the Department of Cauca.  There are cities with that name in Costa
Rica, Argentina and Cuba.  Name of woman of Latin origin that means cute as a flower. 



florentina
Related to Florence or Firenze.  Born, resident or person related to Florence (cities of Italy and Colombia, capital of the
Department of Caquetá).  Florenciana.

flores silvestres
Wildflowers are the flowers found in the bush, in the jungle or in the forest.  They are floresque not obtained in a garden,
in a nursery, or in a flower growing.

florícola
It means relative to flowers, concerning flowers.  Activity consisting of growing and trading with flowers.  Floristics,
floriculture.

floro
In Colombia it is the apocope of the names of male Florencio and Florindo.  Both are of Latin origin.  The first means
that it has the beauty of the flowers and the second although it can also have the same meaning, it is also given that of
"the master who possesses shield or pre-detection".  It was also the name of a Roman historian, born in Africa.  His full
name was Lucius Anneo Floro (in some texts he is listed as Publio Annio Floro).  In Peru, it can mean liar, liar.

flota
It is an inflection of float.  It means living or staying afloat, swim on the water.  Sobrenadar, hold, boyar, emerge, surf. 
Stay on the water.  Fleet is also the Naval body, Navy, Navy, flotilla, square, convoy crowd.  In Colombia is the name
given an inter-municipal service bus.

flotas
In Colombia, Intercity buses, buses of passengers who travel from a city to another.  It is also an inflection of float.  It
means sobreaguar, swim and stay afloat.  Browse.

flotista
Person dedicated to the supply of fleet to companies or the transport service.  protractor.  Supplier of vehicles for
transport .  Person or company engaged in the rental of vehicles for transport.  It supplies fleet to companies . 

flórula
It is a diminutive of flora, used in Botany.  It refers to the Flora and vegetation of an area or small area.

fluc
It's an acronym for Portuguese.  It means Faculty of Letters given University of Coimbra.

fluctuar
It means that you can vary, change.  Switch, flickering, hesitation, doubt, hesitation, swaying.

fluctuat nec mergitur
It is a Latin phrase, which means that what is fluctuating not sinking. One can understand that what moves between
water not sinking.



fluorescente
It means it has fluorescence.  Refers to the ownership of some fabrics or materials that have neon color.  Ownership of
neon-colored clothing or objects. 

fluvial y pluvial
River refers to water currents, flowing waters (rivers, creeks, streams).  Rain makes reference to the meteoric waters,
waters that fall (rain, rain).

flux
In Colombia it means new dress, paints.  appropriate costumes for a special celebration.  Costumes of occasion or
celebration. 

foam
It's an English language word meaning foam. 

fobia
It means fear, fear, rejection. 

fobofobia
Unhealthy fear of phobias. 

fobomelo
It means he hates or hates music.  Melophobe.  Antónimo of melomaniac.

foca
In Colombia is synonymous with sleepy, sleepy.  FOCA is a pinniped marine mammal of the family Phocidae.  FOCA is
the name of a few small islands in Peru and Turkey and a city in Bosnia.  FOCA in English, is the acronym of the
Formula One Constructors Association (Association of constructors of Formula one).

focaccia
It's a kind of flat onion bread.  It is typical of northwestern Italy (Liguria), especially in Genoa and there it is also called
fugazza. 

focha
It is one of the common names of a class of wading birds.  They belong to the family Rallidae and the genus Fulica. 
They are also usually called water cocks, gallaretas, taguas, chocas or beech trees.  Another way to call them is tinguas
or calamones. 

focín
It is a small sickle, which is used for harvesting cereals.  Sickle-shaped short handle.

foco
In Greek mythology, focus was the father of Criso and uncle of Achilles.  In optics, is a point where the light rays
converge.  In geometry, is an external point to a curve, that keeps its distance from it.  Point of convergence.  In



Colombia is synonymous with bulb, bulb, lamp.  Center, highlight, core, shaft, base and heart.

fodonga
It means lazy, careless, uneasy.  Careless person in his personal presentation or household chores.

fofera
That his quality is to be a phopho.  It means sagging, obesity, fat.  Also it is fluffy, soft, inconsistent or spring.

fofo
It means that it does not have consistency, which is soft.  Spring, soft, flabby fat, spongy, inconsistent.

foforro
It is a word used colloquially in Colombia, that means party, festivity, celebration, pachanga, rumba dance.

fogar
Outdated way of saying home.  Family or group of people living together, very United.  House, home.  Place, site or
place where illuminates the oven, a kitchen or a fireplace.  Nursing home, place where care for elderly or needy.  Fire,
fire, fire.

fogarina
It means heat, suffocation.  Intense feeling of heat.  Embarrassment.  Colloquially energy, enthusiasm, flame, flame. 

fogata
Bonfire that is made with dry firewood.  Fire on the beach and in the evenings for gatherings.  Stove, fire, flare, bonfire,
campfire, fogarada.  Pira.

fogonear
keep is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Keep." being its meaning:<br>It is the activity that develops a
Stoker. Usually in trains that use coal as fuel, also called train of sticks. It is to be manually adding coal to keep burning
boilers and steam production. Ignite. Arm fighting or crowded.

fogoneo
Action to feed the fire, injecting it with fuel.  It can also be an explosion or flame increase in an untimely manner. 
Stovetop inflection.  In the military it's an open-field shooting trial.  Open fire of soldiers in a polygon test.

fogosidad
It means it acts or reacts like fire.  Burning, impetuousness, effusiveness, warmth, passion.

fogoso
It means fiery, too alive, vivacious.  It also means that he gives or acts with impetuosity, intensity, vividness, emphasis,
accent, to everything he does.  That highlight, gives greater intensity or importance to their acts.  Impetuous, exalted,
impulsive, passionate, frenetic.  



fogón
Increased fire.  Place where fire occurs.  Fogata, stove, kitchen, fireplace, bonfire, bracero, stove.

fogueo
It means preparation, training.  To study if you know or if you know about the topic.  It is an inflection of foguear, which
means to measure the ability or knowledge.  In Colombia it is also to gain experience, skills, take callus, become
hardened or experienced.  Compare, measure, competer.  Subject to be valued or qualified.

foja cero
It means initial sheet, home, start. It is also synonymous with format, sheet model to fill, form.

fojas
Means document or official paper, sealed paper.  Folio.  It means also sheet of paper, book sheet, tree leaf.  It is also
the name of an aquatic bird called Coot, Moorhen, Coot, choca, hayno, water fowl.  Its scientific name is Fulica atra and
belongs to the family Rallidae.

fol
It stands for Training and Career Guidance Module.  It is an educational module that is also taught at all levels.  Basic
module.  It can also mean, bellows, wineskin, boot, leather bag, bagpipe type (wind musical instrument). 

foldea
It is an inflection of fold. In the card game is retire, resign. It is throw the cards in the hand at the table and withdraw from
this last without a win. Losing

folders
It is the plural of folder.  It is a word in English meaning folder, list, Binder rings, Brads.  The word folder is also used in
Spanish.

folgo
It is a type of leather or leather bag used to cover your feet or legs when you are sitting.  Bag, bellows .  The word
comes from the Latin follicus. 

folia
It is a very old musical theme of Europe that had its origins in Spain ( 41 Castilla;.  Ancient dance.  Follia, Folia de Spain.

foliaceas
foliaceas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Foliaceas" as meaning:<br>It means they have form of sheets,
folios. Is used to indicate that it has form laminar or laminar structure ( In thin layers ).

folidol
It was the name of a very potent poison or pesticide (Listed as extremely toxic).  It is organophosphate and its use is
prohibited in Colombia.  It is closely related to Parathion and Methyl Paration. 

foliolo



It is a term used in Botany.  It means that it looks like a sheet, which is shaped like a sheet, part of a composite sheet.

folivoro
It is an animal that exclusively feeds on leaves.  He eats leaves.  Foliagus

folífago
It means that it only eats leaves. 

folíolo
In botany, it is each of the elements that make up a composite sheet.  Blade. 

follado
It is a type of large pocket used by yaspangas or mestiza women in their skirts.  It's also called a bagging. 

follar
It means blowing, pouring air with a bellows.  In Spain it means having sex, copulating, fornicating. 

folleto
It is a small written and foldable document.  It can also be called printed, gazette, fascicle, pamphlet, booklet or twilight. 

follia
It is an Italian language word, which means madness, loss of reason.  Follia or folia, with an l, is the name of an ancient
European theme song.  Very old shepherds' own dance. 

follower
It's an English word.  It means follower, adept. 

followers
Plural of follower .  It is an English term meaning follower, partial, amateur or fanatic.  Swell, sprainer.

follón
In Southern Colombia, especially in Cauca and Nariño, it is the name of a thick skirt worn by indigenous women.  It is
usually woven in wool. 

fologenesis
fologenesis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fologenesis" as meaning:<br>In psychology are links or
origins of the learning process using analogies, signs or tools to remember past experiences. One of his predecessors
was Ivan Pavlov and his theory of the conditioned reflex.

fomalhaut
It is a term of Arabic origin.  It means "The Mouth of the Fish".  It is the name of a star belonging to the constellation
Southern Fish (Piscis Ausrini).  It has also been referred to as Alpha Piscis Austrini, ? PsA or 24 Pisces Austrini by
astronomers.  It is one of the brightest stars in the night sky. 



fomeque
The correct term is Fómeque.  In Colombia, it is the name of a municipality belonging to the Department of
Cundinamarca.  It belongs to the Province of the East.  In Muisca Language, it means "Land of foxes", "Place where
foxes abound". 

fomite
The most appropriate term is fomite, with tilde.  It means that it encourages.  It is a term used in Medicine to designate
an inert object or body that can serve as an intermediary for the transmission of a virus or bacteria.  It can be for
example a handrail or the door knob.

fomo
It is an acronym in English of "fear of missing out" that translates "fear of being on the outside" or "fear of missing out". 
It is a psychological pathology that is manifested by apprehension to miss rewarding events that other people are
experiencing.  Fear of disconnecting from others, fear of being isolated or absent. 

fonación
Emission of voice or speech.  Way of speaking.  I leave , accent .  A way of pronouncing words or speaking .  How to
articulate sounds when speaking .  Pronunciation.  A set of rules or characteristics that allow a language to be spoken
adequately.  Correct way to say or pronounce words. 

fonda
In Colombia it is a type of establishment where lodging is provided and meals are sold.  It is usually found in rural areas
along roads or highways.  It is also a surname, of Italian noble origin.  Last name of film actress named Jane Fonda. 
Surname of film actor named Henry Fonda (father of the previous one). 

fondante
It is a term used to designate a sweet, usually chocolate and filling of other flavors.  It is also called fondant.  Sweet
pastry paste that is used to make toppings of different desserts or cakes.  It is a term of French origin that means "melt" ,
"melts".

fondeado
Does relationship to a boat anchored in port to allow down load or passengers.  Anchor bend.  It means dock, running
aground, being moored.

fondillón
Cuncho or leftover of the wine that remains in the bottle.  It is thus used in Alicante, in Spain.  In Colombia it is a
bombacho or wide pants on the buttocks.  Something difficult or impossible to perform.  Bottom of the vat . 

fondos
It is the plural of Fund.  Means that it is at the bottom, base, seat, support, Foundation, Foundation, end, end, term,
bedding, depth, depth, background, environment, ass (in a bottle).  In economic or financial matters is resources, capital,
money, cash, liquidity.  Also in Colombia is a garment used by women under the skirt, petticoat, saya.  Privacy, essence.
 Financial institutions that gather money for a particular purpose (pensions, livestock, credits).

fonendoscópico
It is also called a stethoscope.  It is a medical device that is used to listen to a patient's heartbeat and breathing. 



Apparatus for listening to heart and respiratory sounds and sometimes intestinal or blood murmurs.  A device that takes,
perceives, or listens to internal sounds. 

fongo
It is the trade name of a keratolytic cream, made from an extract of neem, neem, nimbus, lilac or margosa from India
(Azadirachta indica of the Meliaceae family) and used to eliminate the bad smell of the feet (pecueca).  It is made by
Natural Light.  It is also a type of Caribbean banana that is short, robust and fruity with slightly pink pulp. 

foniatra
It is a medical specialty, which diagnoses and treats all disorders related to the voice.  Specialist in Phoniatrics. 

foniatría
It is a medical specialty, which diagnoses and treats all disorders related to the voice.  It is the medical specialty of the
Phoniatrician.  A medical specialty that treats phonation ailments. 

fonomania
It is a Miami Television show, presented by the 405 Mega TV channel of DirecTV. It is a format of Radio television
program.

fonóforo
In Acoustics, it is a type of speaker that is used to capture outdoor sound or ambient sound.

food
It is an English word meaning food, food.

foodtruck
It is an English language word that translates food truck, food car. 

foque
It's the name of a triangular sail from a boat.  Triangular candle that goes between the ratchet and the bauprés. 

foquiar
In Colombia it means sleeping.  Be affected by drowsiness, sleepy, numb.

foquismo
In seamanship is the form of teaching to guide the triangular sails and tacks on sailing boats and yachts of competition.
Learn how to take advantage of wind currents and the position of the sails.

forajido
In Colombia is synonymous with criminal, robber, Bandit, evildoer, criminal.

foraminífero
It is a name given to a class of aquatic rhizopod protozzos.  They are mostly seafarers.  Protist marine amoeboid.  The



word is of Latin origin and means orifice bearer. 

foramontano
It means it is not typical of mountains, it is not montuno, nor mountain range.

forastero
It means it's from outside.  Person native or natural from another region.  It's not from here, which is from somewhere
else.  Foreign, strange, foreign, guate, foreign.

forastero
It means it's from outside.  Person native or natural from another region.  It's not from here, which is from somewhere
else.  Foreign, strange, foreign, guate, foreign.

forata
It is the name of a reservoir that exists in Spain, in the Province of Valencia on the Magro River.  It was built more than
50 years ago.  It can also mean from outside, force, outsider.

forato
It is the name of an agrochemical substance, quite toxic.  It is not water soluble.  Chemically it is an organophosphate,
which is customary to use as an insecticide, nematicide and acaricide.  It is applied in furrows or in bands and especially
in cotton, sugarcane, barley, bean, tomato, corn, potato, soybean and wheat crops.  Its active ingredient is
Dithiophosphate. 

foráneo
It means that it comes from another place.  Strange, stranger, alien.  In Colombia, and especially in the Eastern Plains, it
is called guate.  In fuereño Mexico.

forcides
Name of the thirteen daughters of Forcis or Forcs the sea god of Ancient Greece.  He had them with Ceto or Cetus ( 12
) and with Hecate ( 1).  They were the ones who gave rise to grays, gorgons, nynphas and hesperides. 

forfaya
It means breadcrumb. 

forgan
forgan is incorrectly written and should be written as "Forgan ( Name own )"being its meaning:<br>Forgan is a town
located in the Beaver County in the U.S. State of Oklahoma. In 2010, it had a population of 547 inhabitants and a
population density of 547 persons per km².

forili
It is a surname originating in India.

forjar
It means shaping the heated metal (iron ore) using a hammer.  It is also to mix lime mortar, sand and water, among the



masons. 

forjista
It is the person who runs the activity of forging. Forge is molding, forge, form, tap, make, revoke, conceive, devise,
styling, develop.

forlones
Plural of forlon .  It is a carriage or chariot that is pulled by horses. 

forma
It is an inflection of forming, which means molding, shaping, educating, training, instructing, preparing, founding.  It also
means silhouette, figure, image, appearance, shape, medium.

formalidad
It means demand, requirement, formalism, formulaism, way of doing things correctly, condition.  It also refers to doing
things seriously and punctually.  Responsibility.  Formal condition. 

formalismo
Tendency to conceive the form and not the essence.  Strict and rigorous application in teaching or research. 
Observance of formality . 

formato
It can mean size (from a photograph, a booklet, or a piece of paper).  It can also be a document in which a series of data
is reflected that must be filled or supplemented.  Form.  That shapes or sets size. 

formiato
In Chemistry is a type of salt that is obtained from formic acid by reacting with a base or alkaloid.  It is also often called
metanoate.  It can be used as a muscle tonic. 

formidable
It means out of the ordinary, extraordinary, amazing, wonderful. 

formidables
Plural of formidable .  It means out of the ordinary, extraordinary, amazing, wonderful.  Very nice, very beautiful.  

formícido
In Zoology and Entomology, it belongs to the family Formicidae.  It means relative to ants .  It is a group of poisonous
insects to which belong bees, wasps and ants.  Name of an acid that has the venom of poisonous insects, which is
better known as formic acid.  Insect possessing stinger .  They are very sociable insects and holometabolos (of
complete metamorphosis). 

formosa
Name of one of the provinces of Argentina, its capital is the homonymous City: Formosa.  City and province of
Argentina.  Name in the past of an island (Taiwan) with a narrow area of Southeast Asia.  In Portuguese it means



beautiful.

formoseños
It means native of Formosa.  Native of one of the Provinces of Argentina, or of its homonymous capital city: Formosa. 
Native of Formosa, city and Province of Argentina.  Formerly it was also called so to the native of Taiwan.  Taiwanese. 

formón
It is a type of woodworking tool.  Rectangular shape and handle metal instrument.  used for woodworking.  Punch,
chisel, gouge, chisel.

fornalla
Old kiln type.  In the mills is the lower part of the oven, where the embers or ash is removed.  Tray used under a Brazier
or Grill.

fornicación
Action and effect of fornicating.  having sex, copulating, having intercourse. 

fornicar
It means copulating, fasting, having sex, mating, flirting. 

fornida
In Colombia it means very strong, burly, strong, vigorous, muscular, grandulona, comfortable.  Vigorous, strong, tough. 

fornido
In Colombia to say very strong, vigorous, muscular grandulon, wardrobe, Hulk, wardrobe.  Vigorous, strong, fortachón.

forofo
It means fanatic, amateur, furious fan, passionate follower, unconditional. 

forraje
A grass or plant that serves as food for livestock.  Grass, hay. 

forrajero
Said of a plant: it serves as food for animals.  A plant that serves as food for animals. 

forrajeros
Plural of forager .  Said of a plant : they serve as food for animals.  Vegetables that serve as food for animals.  They
have many nutritious leaves, they have foliage that serves as food. 

forrar
In Colombia it is cover with plastic notebooks or books.  Also used as a synonym for filling, cover to cover.  Put a lining
coated, protect, strengthen, sheathing, place a cover, a wrap.



forsytia
It is the name of an asteroid (1054).  It was initially designated 1925 WD by astronomers.  In botany it is the name of a
genus of plants in the family Oleaceae.  It was named after a Scottish botanist named William Forsyth. 

fortachón
In Colombia means strong, strong, muscular, vigorous.  That has strength or vigour.

fortalecidos
It means that they regained vigor, have more strength, that are stronger or that they were benefited.  Plural of
strengthened.

fortaleza
Physical or moral power.  Ability to move or lift something heavy.  Vigour , energy .  strength, verve.  It is also a special
type of construction, to defend against the enemy.  Name of a Brazilian and Colombian football team . 

fortin
It means strength, strong.  Type of special military construction for defense .  Type of military construction designed to
defend against enemy attack. 

fortote
It means very strong, augmentative of strong.  Strong one, vigorous.

fortuito
It means that it happens occasionally or unexpectedly.  It happens rarely or rarely.  Eventual, unexpected, accidental,
casual, occasional, unforeseen, sporadic. 

fortuna
It means favorable luck.  Everything that can bring joy, pleasure or well-being.  In Roman mythology, goddess of luck
and fertility.  It was also called Tique or Tiqué.  Fate, but, fairy, luck.  It also means success, equity, capital, wealth,
funds, treasury, securities, money. 

forward
It is an English language word meaning forward, send, forward, forward, forward.  It's the way to call a striker on a
football team ( attacker) in English. 

forzar
It means to subject to force, also to force, to impose, to coerce, to press.  Another meaning is to rape, violent, abuse,
desecrate. 

forzosos
Forced plural .  It means forcibly, forced, inescapable, inexcusable, necessary.

fosa
It means hollow, hole, cavity, usually very deep.  Hollow that opens to bury corpses, burial.  Maximum depth in the sea



or oceans.  Also pit is one of the common names of a carnivorous animal of the family Eupleridae.  It is found in
Madagascar.

fosas abisales
It means chasms or very deep pits in the sea or ocean.

fosas oceánicas
They are the deepest abysses that presents the seabed and which are formed by the action of plate tectonics. The
ocean trenches are narrow and deep trenches that are often found attached to the continental edges or along with bows
of volcanic islands, especially in the Pacific. Deep underwater depression.

fosco
It means dark, color that tends to black.  Unclear.  It also means raised hair.  Hollowed out, opaque.  gloomy, brown. 

fosfatasa
It is the name of an enzyme, which serves for the release of the phosphate ion in some substrates.  Chemically it acts in
the opposite way to the kinases that promote phosphorylation.  Alkaline phosphatase is a protein found in all tissues of
the body. 

fosfatasa alcalina
It is the name of a protein found in all tissues of the body.  Where it abounds most is in the liver.  It is also the name of a
laboratory test, where the levels of this protein are measured. 

fosforescencia
It is the property that some materials have and is to absorb and store light energy and then irla releasing slowly. 

fosforescente
It means he's got phosphorescence.  It is the property that some materials have and is to absorb and store light energy
and then irla releasing slowly.  This is the case for objects that glow in the dark. 

fosforito
In Colombia was the nickname of a footballer who played in Millonarios name Osman López.  Name of a Colombian
comedian.  A person who is easily enraged.  Diminutive of phosphorus.

fosgeno
In chemistry it is the name of a suffocating and poisonous gas, which is derived from chlorine.   It is colorless and has a
smell similar to freshly cut hay.  Its name formed from Greek roots means generator of light.  It is used in the industrial
production of plastics and pesticides. 

fot
In engineering PIC stands for Total occupancy Factor.  It is the maximum area in square meters that can be built on a
site and in a plant.

fotingo



It is a term used in the Caribbean and especially in Cuba to designate an old and beat-up car.  Scrap metal, cheche. 

fotocomparendo
In Colombia it is an official document, which reports a fine or transit penalty by means of an automatic photograph
showing the time of the violation.

fotocurado
Dental treatment that is performed using an ultraviolet light. 

fotofilia
It means attraction, love and passion by the light or by photography.  It is the opposite of love darkness.  It is a way to
refer to the phenomenon to have plants or some nocturnal insects seek light.  Phototropism.

fotofobia
Fear or fear of light.  Rejection or aversion to light . 

fotofobico
The correct term is photophobic, always with tilde.  Who suffers from photophobia .  It can mean that you are afraid of
light or also that you do not like photographs.  Aversion to photographs or intolerance to light. 

fotográfica
Type of memory that makes remember exactly the distribution of things.  Relating to photography.  Device used to take
photographs.  Camera.

fotolia
It is a bank worldwide of image free of copyright, where you can buy or share photos, videos, and images.  Fotolia
currently works for 14 countries and 11 languages.

fotomulta
In Colombia is a sanction that is imposed using photographs to violators of traffic laws without the intervention of any
cash of the police or traffic officer. Fotocomparendo.

fotomultas
Sanctions imposed by photographs on violators of rules of traffic in Colombia.

fotos de tenta
photos of tenta is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tempts" being its meaning:<br>It is an expression in
Portuguese. It means the enticing photos or photos of a probe. It refers to photographs taken in a few runs of test that
are usually made with calves or heifers and almost always corrals or tentaderos of herds of caste. calves. Pictures of a
bullfight in private.

fotosensibilidad
It is the phenomenon presenting the plants when trying to find the light.  Phototropism.  The reason is that plants require
light to perform photosynthesis.



fototrampeo
It is the action or effect of photoworking.  It is the result of using ultra-sensitive cameras for movement and darkness
(they wear infrared or black light lenses).  It is a method of detection of wild animals. 

fototropismo
It is the response of a plant to a light stimulus It means that it is oriented or directed towards the light, positive
phototropism (it can also be the tendency to move away from the light, negative phototropism).  In biology it is the quality
of plants that they tend to orient themselves where there is light. 

fouace
It is a delicious dessert French Crown-shaped and scented with orange blossom (orange blossom).

fourme
Fourme or better yet Fourme of Ambert, is the name of a French cheese with denomination of origin, the region of
Auvergne and of the Loire department.

foutou
It is the name of a traditional African dish of Benin, Ghana and Ivory Coast.  It is made with cassava, yams and
bananas.

foxes
It is the stage name of an English singer.  Its full name is Louisa Rose Allen .  It's an English word that means foxes.

foyon
The correct term is with tilde at the end.  In some parts of Central America it means very stinking and silent flat.

foz
It is the name of a municipality of Spain in the Province of Lugo.  It has beautiful beaches and forms a estuary with its
name at the mouth of the Masma River.  In Portuguese it is the same as Hoz, which means throat, deep canyon.

fómite
It is a term used in Medicine.  It means inert object or body that can be an intermediary in the transmission of a virus or
bacteria.  It can be for example clothing, a piece of metal, a handrail, a metal table, a handle or handle, the rudder of the
car, etc.

fórmula uno
Maximum competition of world motorsport.  Motorsport championship that is made by great prizes, between motorists or
drivers and by teams or teams.

fósforo
It means bearer of the light or light of the dawn, bearer of the dawn.  Name given the planet Venus at dawn.  It was also
called TheOphore.  Name in Greek Mythology of a son of Astreus and Eos and twin brother of Hesperus.  The name of
a Chemical Element, whose symbol is P and its Atomic Number is 15.  Element used to light fire.  Match. 



fracaso amoroso
A love failure is a disappointment, disappointment, disappointment, disappointment, frustration, bitterness.  Loss of love.

fracciones no decimales
The decimal fractions are those in which the proportion in which relate van 10 in 10 of one to another or that have a
constant proportionality. In fractions not decimal ratios are not maintained 10 in 10 but differ according to a few different
conversions, are not constant. Fractions in the English system. For example a container or drum has 55 gallon, one
gallon has 8 pints. Then a pint is one-eighth ( 1/8 ) gallon and a gallon is a cincuentaycincoavo ( 1/55 ) of a container.
Used for keys in inches and fractions of inches.

fracking
It's an English language word meaning fracturing.  It is the name of a technique used for the extraction of hydrocarbons
by fracturing rocks. 

fractal
It means irregular structure, which has the appearance of cracking or fracturing.  Party, chipped.  Piece, fraction, part. 

fradoso
fradoso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fragoso" being its meaning:<br>Surely you want to know the
meaning of fragoso. Fragoso is a site full of rocks and scrub land. Useless for farming land. On the other hand fragoso
means also loud, outrageous, resounding. Fragoso is also the surname of a large Mexican footballer.

fragancia
It means aroma, perfume, pleasant smell.  It can also mean burning or glare.

fraganciosas
It means very aromatic, fragrant, pleasant-smelling, scented, fragrant, balsamic. Fiery, glowing.

fragaria vesca
It is the scientific name of strawberry, strawberry, wild strawberry, meruronda or wild strawberry.  The name of the genus
Fragaria, is due to the fact that in Latin fraga means strawberry and comes from fragum which means fragrant, aromatic,
olorosa.   Vesca is the epithet of the scientific name meaning in the form of a bladder. 

fragma
It means skin or membrane separating, obstructing or covering.  Partition, barrier, separator .  Name of a German music
group Dance .  Name of a Club in Cartagena de Indias, Colombia .

fragmento
Small portion of a whole, part, fraction, piece, piece.  part , section . 

fragmentos
Plural of fragment .  Small portion of a whole, part, fraction, piece, piece.  part , section . 

fragón



It is a name by which common asparagus or asparagus is also known.  Its scientific name is Asparagus officinalis and
belongs to the family Asparagaceae.

fraile
It means monk, priest, priest, abbot, religious.  It is only used for the mendicant communities of the Catholic Church or
the Franciscan religious, the Servites, the Carmelites, the Capuchins, the Dominicans and the Augustinians.  Every
religious is put before Fray in his name.  Common name of a cold-zone migratory marine avecilla, also known as a friar. 
Its scientific name is Fratercula arctica and belongs to the family Alcidae.

frailecillo
Common name of a seabird.  Its scientific name is Fratercula arctica.  It belongs to the Alcidae family.  Diminutive of friar
.  

frailejón
It is a plant of the Moors and is characterized by being covered with lanugo or pubescence in stems, leaves and flowers.
 Their ecological function is very important because it absorbs moisture and retain pure water.  They are plants of the
Asteraceae family and the Espeletia genus.  Exist only in Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuela ( in that order by largest
number )  There is a scientific name Espeletia frailejón norenae, called guacharaco or arborescent frailejón.

frailes
In Colombia is synonymous with monks, clerics, priests and religious.  It is also a way to call some small songbirds, also
called puffins.

fraisier
Also called BUR block, is a typical French dessert.  A Genovese sponge cake covered with layers of strawberries and
cream is muslin over a thin layer of almonds.

franca
Sincere, loyal, honest.  Who freely expresses what he thinks and feels.  That tells the truth.  Open, truthful,
spontaneous.  Free, expedited, exempt.  It can also be a type of bar, latch, or pin. 

franca lid
It means loyalty.  Athletically, fully.  Without any kind of traps, according to the established rules.  According to the rules. 
Fight right.

francachelas
Meetings of people where you eat and drink too much, Comilonas, feasts, babies. 

francesa
Concerning France.  Feminine of French.  Female born or native to France.  Gala.

francesca
It is a name of woman of Italian origin and is equivalent to Francisca in Spanish.  Means French, which comes from
France.



francesismo
Affection for everything about France or its language.  For terms or words of French origin and used in Spanish we use
Gallicism.

francia
It means land of francs that was the name of one of the Germanic tribes.  Name of a European country, whose capital is
Paris.  It was formerly known as Gaul and its inhabitants as Gauls.

francisco
It is a male name of Latin origin.  It means that it comes from France.  Born in France.  Name of the current Pope of the
Catholic Church. 

francisquito
Diminutive of Francisco.  Pachito.

franco
Relative to or belonging to Franconia.  Member of an ancient Central European people who formerly inhabited regions of
the Lower Rhineland and the territories located east of the Rhine.  French.  Open, loyal, sincere, spontaneous, secilla,
truthful person.  Of course, it tells the truth.  Name of former currency of France, today replaced by the Euro.  It is a
surname of Spanish origin.  Shortened form of Francis. 

francoalemana
It shares links with France and Germany.  It belongs to the countries of France and Germany.  You have ancestors or
family from the two countries (France and Germany).  Relations between France and Germany. 

francolín
It is the common name of a bird in the family Phasianidae (Genus Fracolinus).  It is found in South Asia.  it is similar to
pheasant and chicken. 

franela
In Colombia it is a way to call a soft fabric T-shirt.  Inner T-shirt.  This is also called the soft cotton fabric with which
T-shirts or T-shirts are made. 

frangipane
It is the name of a cream of almonds used in French pastry, with enough fragrance.  The origin of the name is the Italian
surname Frangipani, which was a man who liked to sweeten everything.

franklin
It is a term used in United States and in English as name and surname.  It is of Germanic origin and means free man.

franquista
Follower of Francisco Franco.  Who supports (or supported) Franco.  Relative to Francisco Franco, period that lasted his
mandate. 



fransiscano
It means related or belonging to the community of San Francisco.  Community of religious Catholics, followers of St.
Francis of Assisi.  Related or follower of Francisco.  In Colombia poor, austere, needy, with very limited financial
resources.  The name of a Catholic school in Ibague.

franziska
The correct term is Franziska.  It is one of the variants of the name in Spanish Francisca.  In this case it is in German.  It
is a name of Germanic origin and means the standard bearer.

frapar
It is softening blows.  Hit, slap, slap, hit, beat.

frappuccino
It is a type of iced or slushy coffee. 

fratacho
It is the same as platacho.  It is a way of calling in Argentina and Uruguay a palustre or trowel, a tool used by masons to
match cement in constructions. 

fraternal
It means of brothers, between brothers, as brothers.  Feeling of so much soness, friendship and very endearing
cooperation. 

fraternales
It is the feeling of affection between brothers. Bonds of affection between the brothers. Brotherhood, equality, solidarity,
harmony, friendship, union.

fraternidad
Status or quality of brotherhood .  Brotherhood.  Friendship or affection between siblings or between those who treat
each other as such.  Name given to an asteroid (309).  It is more commonly referred to in Latin: Fraternitas. 

fraterno
It can mean between brothers, siblings or also that it comes from the father.  It can be considered as synonymous with
cordial, friendly or supportive. 

fraticida
The correct term is fratricide.  Fratricide is the person who kills a brother.  A person who commits a fratricide.

fraticidio
The correct term is fratricide.  It means murder of a brother.  Crime committed by a person who murders a brother.

fratri
It is not a word in the Spanish language.  Frati in latin and Romanian is brothers.  Plural of brother in latin.



fratricidio
Fratricide is the crime committed by the person who kills a brother.  Murder of a brother. 

fratrie
It is a word of the French language meaning brothers, brotherhood.  Fraternity and even family. 

fraudulento
It leads to fraud or deception.  False, deceptive, fallacious, liar. 

frazada
It means blanket, blanket, quilt, blanket.  Serape. 

frazadas
Blankets is the plural of blanket. Means: blankets, blankets, bedspreads, blankets, cubrelechos.

frágil
It means that it can be damaged or affected easily.  Vulnerable, weak, sickly, delicate, subtle, faint, weak, brittle.

freaked
Freaked is a word of the English language, which means afraid, scared, fearful.

freaky
It is an English word which means rare, strange, extraordinary, abnormal, abnormal, funny, outrageous, surprising.

freba
Fibrous or lean part of meat.  In Colombia we say pulp meat (fat-free).

fredense
It means native of Frías, native or related to Frías, a municipality in Spain, in the Province of Burgos.  It was formerly
called Aguas Frías.  The native of La Fría in the state of Táchira, in Venezuela, is called Friense. 

free
It is a term of the English language meaning free, exempt, free, that does not pay. 

free fire
Free fire is an English locution that means free fire.  You can shoot freely.

freelance
It is a term in English that means independent, independent journalist, columnist. 

freezer
It is an English word which means freezer, refrigerator, refrigerator.



fregadera
Repetitive action that causes annoyance, nuisance, discomfort.  In Colombia it means refrain, folly, cansoneria,
nuisance, annoyance.  It is also the feminine of sink, which is also called dishwasher.  Staff, cloth or towel, pad or cloth,
which is used for scrubbing the kitchen utensils.

fregado
In Colombia it has several meanings.  It means complicated, complex, difficult.  It can also mean that it lacks financial
resources or is out of work.  You have nothing, you have no sustening, poor, in the inopia.  Menesterous, needy, poor.  It
is also possible to consider it as a scrubbing inflection, which means scrubbing, washing, cleaning, especially if it is with
a sponge or a scouring pad and soap.  Another concept of scrubbing is a qualifying adjective to indicate that a person is
not worthy of our trust, because he is prone to recupied with dishonest or disloyalty.  Dishonest, disloyal, treacherous,
phaton.

fregar
In Colombia it means disturbing, tiring, teasing, necear, pestering, fuck.  Also used to tell rub, rub, rub, fray.  It is also
synonymous with washing the dishes.

fregar la paciencia
It is a term used in several regions of Colombia.  Does bother, annoy, tire, cantaletear, bother, upset, angry, out of
boxes, get crazy, get angry.

fregar la vida
It is a very Colombian expression meaning bother, annoy, tired, hastiar, dar refrain, allege.  We also say "scrubbing the
pita".

fregona
In Colombia it is used to refer to a woman very foolish and tiresome.  Molestona, annoying, uncomfortable, cantaletosa,
fretful.  It also means that you like to clean, wash, scrub, rub.

fregosos
Fregoso is a qualifying adjective. It means fregones, cansones. fools, who like scrubbing ( moletar, neciar, tired,
petaquear ) In Colombia also said sink to a dishwasher, fregoso in that case therefore means ( scrubbing ) clean
crockery with a cloth or a sponge. Fregoso: " Judicious cleaning " or " Voliando cloth ". Colombia also use rub. If it is
said mopping the floor, reference is made to MOP ( use a 41 trapero;.

fregón
In Colombia it means foolish, tired, annoying, annoying, latent.  In Mexico it means outstanding, competent.  person who
excels in his craft.  In Uruguay it is a rag to clean, clean. 

freia
Name of a goddess from Norse and Germanic mythology.  She was the goddess of love, beauty and fertility.  It was also
known as Freya or Freija.  Another name by which it is known is pia Francisca.  Woman's name of Nordic origin
meaning "Lady".  Name of an asteroid . 

freidora
It is an appliance used for frying.  It's an oil-saving device. 



freijoa
It is one of the common names of a South American shrub of edible fruits.  It is the same as feijoa, guava pineapple,
fake guava or Brazilian guava.  Its scientific name is Feijoa sellowiana and belongs to the family Myrtaceae.

frejolada
In Mexico, it is the same as frijolada, stew of beans, or beans.  In Brazil, feijoada is called.

frenética
Who acts with frenzy.  That does not sit still.  Rabid, furious, brave, agitated, delusional, crazy, exalted. 

frenético
It may mean that you act with frenzy.  That has no brake or ne is still.  That shows exaltation or excitement.  Agitated,
delusional, energizing, exalted, furious, angry, feverish, passionate, ardent, excited. 

frenillo
The frenulum can be a dental support that makes a tooth in the ideal or correct position to improve oral aesthetics.  It is
implanted by the orthodontist.  Dental support or retainer.  In Colombia, a frenulum is also called a tissue located under
the tongue and that prevents its adequate mobility and that affects language or diction.  In medicine, frenulum is also
called the layer of skin located on the underside of the penis that joins the glans to the inner surface of the foreskin. 
Brake diminutive. 

frenillos
Plural de frenillo .  Diminutive in brake plural. It is a fold of tissue that prevents an organ from moving properly from its
place or stretching.  The most common case is that of the language.  When it is very short the patient cannot stretch or
lift the tongue to touch the palate or lips and causes problems of diction.  There is also the prepucial frenillo.  They are
also dental implements, which are better known as braques, brackes or aligners.

frenofobia
Frenofobia is the same as fronemofobia and in psychology is the fear of thinking.

frente
Front of an army, vanguard.  Upper part of the face .  Façade, pediment. 

frentear
In Colombia means face, confront, defend, resist, address, challenge, resist.  War, fight, fight.

fresco
In Colombia we say cool to a juice, a drink, a cold beverage.  Also to a wind or pleasant breeze, which helps to decrease
the sensation of heat.  By extension used to designate one who is quiet, relaxed, calm.  It is also in painting the picture
produced in a natural way and on a canvas.  It also means new, recent, recently prepared.

freseira
It is a way of calling the strawberry or plant that produces wild strawberries ( Galicia, Asturias).  It is also called
modoreira, miezdago, metra or mayueta.  Its scientific name is Fragaria vesca and belongs to the family Rosaceae.  



fresno
Municipality of the Department of Tolima in Colombia.  Common name of tree from the genus Fraxinus and family
Oleaceae.  Known also as Park.

fresquito
It means gentle wind.  Diminutive of fresh .  It also means pleasant weather.  Cold drink. 

freyja
In Norse mythology was the goddess of love, fertility and beauty.  Freyja or Freya is the name of a goddess from Norse
and Germanic mythology.

fréjoles
Plural of beans .  It's another way to call beans or frisoles.  Beans are also used, without tilde.  They are the fruits, of a
plant of the Fabaceae family.  Its scientific name is Phaseolus vulgaris.  They also usually receive the names of beans,
caraotas, beans, beans.  They are very important in our diet. 

friantropla
The correct term is philanthropy.   It means love or appreciation of the human species.  It helps disinterested at others. 
Appreciation or affection to congeners.

friccionado
It means rubbed, massaged, estregado, greased. Use by a rubbing. Spray. With many rods, strong and intense.
Disagreement, discord, confrontation.

fricciones
It is the plural of friction. Friction is the friction between two surfaces in contact. Also called friction friction or altercations
between individuals or parties who think or act differently. Rods, altercations, discrepancies.

frieda
It is a woman's name of German origin.  Variant Frida .  It means peace, peacemaker.  In Scandinavian language it
means beautiful .  It is widely used in Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands.  Name of an asteroid .  Freida Reiss is an
anime character, (queen and Changing Titan, also called Furida Reisu).  Name of an Anglo-Astralian poet, her full name
is Frieda Rebecca Hughes.  Name of Dutch cellist .  Her full name is Frieda Belinfante.  Name of German Psychiatrist,
precursor of intensive psychotherapy.  Her full name was Frieda Fromm-Reichmann. 

friederike
Friederike is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Friederike; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>The
right thing is Friederike.  Friederike is the name Federico in German.  It is a male name and means that rules for peace
and is of German origin.

frigga
Frigg or Frigga is the name of an older goddess of Norse mythology.  Name of the wife of the god Odin.  Goddess of
love, marriage, home and fertility.  Equivalent to Aphrodite.  Thor's stepmother. 

frigios



It means that it comes from or originates from Frigia, a region of West Asia or Asia Minor, in territory that now belongs to
Turkey.  Type of hat or hat, usually felt, has conical shape but with curved tip.  In Music the frigid mode is a trilogy of
different concepts and related to the musical scales used in ancient and medieval times. 

frigorifico
The correct term is refrigerator, always with tilde.  It means camal or slaughterhouse.  Place of slaughter of animals to
process and distribute meats.  Refrigerator, fridge, freezer, fridge.

frigorificos
The correct term is refrigerators, always with tilde .  Plural refrigerator .  Appliance that is used to produce cold
artificially.  In Colombia it is also the same as matadero, where semovientes are slaughtered, meat is produced in
carcass and preserved in cold. 

frijida
The correct term is frigid, with g.  That it suffers from frigidity.  Cold, unresponsive, indifferent, apathetic.  Without desire.

frijolillo
Diminutive of bean .  Small bean .  It is one of the common names of a tree in Colombia.  It is also known as iguá, jiguá,
tabaca, guachapel, guachapelí.  Its scientific name is Albizia guachapele (or Pseudosamanea guachapele).  It belongs
to the Fabaceae family.  

friki
Geek is incorrectly written and should be written as "Geek or geeks" being its meaning:<br>It is a picturesque and very
colloquial way of youth in Colombia say is scrubbed, which is in the pot, which is clean, that it is without five, is no wool,
which is without money. Be fried, in ruin.

friné
It was the most commonly used nickname for a famous Greek hetaira (meaning Toad or Rough-skinned).  She was the
daughter of Epicles and lived in Thespias and later moved to Athens.  She was Praxiteles' favorite lover and model. 
Because of her singular beauty she was a model for most of the statues of Aphrodite.  Her real name was Mnesareté
(she who commemorates virtue). 

fringilla
A genus of songbirds is known as finches.  They belong to the family Fringillidae.

friolera
In Colombia, it means much, abundance, lot, lot, dinner.  It also refers to a large sum of money.

friquiada
It is to be friquis, scour, screwed up in the pot, with nothing, no silver, plucked.

friquis
In Colombia it is a term to designate something that is bad and irreversible.  grave.  It is synonymous with scrubbing,
complicated, difficult, complex, bad, terrible, chaotic, catastrophic. 



frisa
Inflection of the verb frisar, which means to approach, to approach.  Staked or beaten inclined (oblique) that is put in the
berm of a campaign work.  Type of ordinary fabric that is made with wool. 

frisar
It means lining with an ordinary cloth.  It is also filling a cloth with nodules or balls by use.  Place a reinforcement or new
layer of fabric on a dress.  Hide, opacar .

frisbee
It's a small puck to play outdoors.  Frisbee, frisbi or freesbee are terms to call a game or fun of the flying dish or saucer. 
They are transliterations of an English term that would mean free bee or free flight.  In Colombia Friby is the name of a
brand of fried chicken and a chain of restaurants. 

frisbee
It is the castilianization of the English word Freesbee.  It is a device in the shape of plate or frisbee used to play.  The
disc design makes many pirouettes according to how it is launched and air currents and the Venturi effect.  It comes
from the term English freesbee, which means free bees.  You mean turns or rolls of bee, in reference to the shape of
flying bees.  It is a registered trademark of toys.  The frisbee is currently a sport.

frisel
You mean cut or slice of ice cream.  Portion of ice cream slices.  Fractions of ice cream that comes in a roll.  Slice of ice
cream.

friseta
Frieze derogatory.  Original fabric of Friesa.  Type of fabric made of cotton with very fine yarns, very popular in Friesian,
province of the Netherlands.

frisky
It is a word of the English language, which means vivaracho, active, full of energy, vivacious, vital.  Touch-up, playful, b
corner.  . 

fritanga
In Colombia it is all kinds of fried foods that are sold everywhere.  Cholesterol cuisine.  It is all kinds of fritters such as
Greaves, sausages, sausages, stuffed, fried entrails, etc.  They are usually pork.  Site where they sell fried foods.

fritilaria
It is the castilianization of the term Fritillaria, which is the name of a genus of bulbous and perennial plants belonging to
the family Liliaceae.  The term is of Latin origin and means chessed or squared (which is one of the characteristics of
flowers).  It derives from the term fritillus which means cubicle.  Chessed flowers. 

friz
In Demography it is an index that reflects the state of a population in the sense of their youth.  It reflects the percentage
of the population that is under the age of 20 (if the rate is high, the population is young and if it is under the population is
aged).  Name given to the flower of the Hague tree. 



friza
It is an inflection of frizar.  It means to freeze, keep a food in the freezer.  Preserve.  Frisa, with s, is a type of fabric
woven in wool and used for linings. 

frizar
It is an anglicism (from freezer).  It means to freeze, keep cold, refrigerate. 

frizo
The correct term is frieze.  It means band, trim, edge.  Strip, strip, orla, molding, cornisamiento.

frizz
It is not a word the Spanish language but English.  It means Frizz.  It is the name of a hair problem that can ruin the
hairstyle.  It consists of frizzy hair, crimping and proofing (bulging of the volume) of hair, due to static or electricity from
the body.

frígido
It means it's cold, rigorous, ice cream, raw, inclement.  Hibernal, winter. 

fríjol
It is the name of a legume plant with edible fruits.  It also receives the names of habichela, bean, frisol, caraota, bean,
bean, bean or bean.  Regarding the names of beans and beans, care must be taken because in America they are called
that species of legumes other than beans.  The scientific name is Phaseolus vulgaris and belongs to the Fabaceae
family.  It is highly nutritious and its fruit is in pod.  

fríjol gandul
It is the name of a shrub and its fruits.  The fruits are pods and their grains are highly nutritious.  It also receives other
common names, such as guandú, stick bean, pea bean, gandules stick, quinchoncho, kumanda.  Its scientific name is
Cajanus cajan and belongs to the Fabaceae family.

fríjol mungo
It's a variety of beans.  It is also known as mung, moong, green soybeans, green beans, loctao, Chinese beans.  Its
scientific name is Vigna radiata (formerly Phaseolus mungo , Phaseolus radiatus ).  It belongs to the fabaceae family.  

fríos
Plural of cold .  It means frozen, low temperature.  In Colombia colloquially stunned, static, dumbfounded, impacted,
astonished, surprised, strange. 

froilán
froilan is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Froilan; It's proper name )"being its meaning:<br>It is typical of
male name. It is German or Germanic origin and means Lord of the lands, Lord of the country. Froylan, Fruela, Fraujick
variants.

froliña
Mean range, branch, joint meeting.  It is a word of Galician origin.



frollo
Surname of the Archdeacon of Notre Dame Cathedral, in Victor Hugo's novel, "The Hunchback of Notre Dame".  He is a
fictional character.  If full name is Claude Frollo and is the antagonist of Quasimodo . 

fronda
The frond is all the foliage of a tree, or the trees of a forest.  Branches, branches, foliage, Woods, forest, thicket.

frondesa
frondesa is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 FRONDESA; is an acronym )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
foundation that tends to the development of the agricultural sector in the border of Colombia and Venezuela. 
FRONDESA is the acronym for Frontier Foundation for development.

frondío
It means in Colombia, dirty, filthy, untidy.  Also that it looks bad, bad appearance or that it clashes with what surrounds
it.  Weird, different, ugly. 

fronemofobia
It is the fear of thinking.  Panic irrational or unhealthy thinking.

frontear
It means give yourself airs, believe is the best or superior.  Bragging, being arrogant, boast.  Be conceited, proud, or
bully.

frontera
Mean edge, limit, linde, boundary, confines, pediment, front, facade, facade.  Line that divided or limited two countries or
territories.

frontiando
In Colombia used to determine that it is pañetando the gable of a house or a building. That it is covering the facade with
cement. Empañetar, cement. It is possible that you also ask for Frentiando or Frenteando, which are also Colombian
terms denoting that the partner will put the face or face any risk, problem or disturbances that arise without fear, with
conviction, decided. That takes the spokesperson for others than them scary talk.

frontino
It means a white spot or lucero on the forehead.  One of the names given to the Andean bear or spectacled bear.  It is
also called South American bear, ucumari and jukumari.  Its scientific name is Tremarctos ornatus and it belongs to the
family Ursidae.  In Colombia it is also the name of a municipality that belongs to the Department of Antioquia.  

frontis
Façade, front of a building or construction.  Forehead. 

frontman
It is a word of the English language that means leader (or director).  Most of all, it refers to the leader of a musical band. 



frontón
Wall against which a ball is thrown.  Name of a ball game .  Line that serves to divide or limit .  Frontier.  It means edge,
limit, boundary, dividing, boundary, front, façade, frontis.  Line that divides or limits two countries or territories. 

frostia
It is the name of a genus of beetles in the family Cantharidae (Subfamily Malthininae).  They are beetles with elongated
bodies.  It means cold, icy in Norwegian.  There are a 20 species of this genus.  In Astrophysics it is the name of an
asteroid.  It means dedicated or in honor of Frost (a professor at the University of Chicago, named Edwin Brant Frost).

froyo
It's frozen yogurt.  It is also called frogurt, yogurt or frozen yogurt.  The name is formed from the abbreviation of the
English words frozen yogurt.  They are characterized by being low in fat and sugar. 

fructosa
It is the name of natural sugar, found in almost all fruits and honey.  In equal proportions it is as sweet as glucose and
sucrose.  Carbohydrates of vegetable origin.  It is used as a sweetener.  Fruit sugar.   It is also called levuose. 
Monosaccharide. 

frugal
That it denotes frugality.  It means light, light, diet, sober, parco.  mild, modest, simple, moderate, economic.  Moderate
or diet food.

frugalidad
It means feeding smoothly or through diet.  Eat light, trying to keep the line.  Having the quality of frugal.  Sober, modest,
controlled, easy, moderate.

frugívoro
It means that it feeds exclusively on fruits.  It may refer to any kind of animal that most of its diet is fruit intake.  Carpal.

fruición
Very pleasant feeling of pleasure.  Delight, satisfaction, taste, pleasure, joy, Bliss.

frulla
It is the surname of an Argentine physicist and physicist who leads satellite programs for climate research (Saocom
1-A).  Her name is Laura Frulla.

fruncida
It is an inflection of pucker.  It means shrink, wrinkle, folding, pleating, fold.  Crinkled, pleated, shrunken, with folds. 
Poorly stitched or poorly woven.

fruncír
The correct term is to fruncir, without tilde.  It means wrinkling, pleating, folding, folding, bending, bending.

fruslería



In Colombia, it means something that has no value, something of very little value.  It is synonym of Bicocca, trinket,
bauble, trivial, triviality, insignificance, furrufalla, borrufalla.

fruta estrella
It is one of the names that receives a plant and its fruit.  In Colombia we also call it carambolo.  It is a shrub that belongs
to the family Oxalidaceae.  It also receives other names, such as: averroa , strambolo , carambolera , torombolo ,
chiramelo, look at me, Chinese tamarind, tamarind.  Its scientific name is Averrhoa carambola.  It is an oval and starry
fruit.  The cut forms a perfect 5-pointed star.  It is very acidic and fibrous.

frutabomba
It is the name given in Cuba to papaya.  It is a fruit of the tree of papaya, whose scientific name is Carica papaya and
belongs to the family Caricaceae.  Other common names such as papayon, papaya, melon tree, mamon, olocoton or
abahai receives.

frutada
It means that it is made with various different fruits.  Containing pieces of fruit.  In Mexico it is any fruit with a bit of sweet
juice.  It is the same thing that in Colombia we call salad.  Drink sweetened with fruit pulps.

fruteritos
Plural of fruterito .  Diminutive of fruit growers or fruit growers.  small containers where fruits are placed.  In Colombia it
is the name of some birds belonging to the family Fringillidae.  Birds or birds that feed on fruits.

frutilla
It is another name that is known to the strawberry.  Its scientific name is Fragaria sp.  There are many species and
varieties.  The best-known variety is Fragaria Ananassa x.  It belongs to the family Rosaceae.


